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Abstract
Automatic caption generation of an image requires both computer vision and natural language processing techniques. Despite of advanced research in English caption generation, research on generating Arabic descriptions of an image is extremely limited. Semitic languages like Arabic are heavily inﬂuenced by root-words. We leverage this critical dependency
of Arabic and in this paper are the ﬁrst to generate captions
of an image directly in Arabic using root-word based Recurrent Neural Networks and Deep Neural Networks. We report
the ﬁrst BLEU score for direct Arabic caption generation. Experimental results conﬁrm that generating image captions using root-words directly in Arabic signiﬁcantly outperforms
the English-Arabic translated captions using state-of-the-art
methods.
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With the increase in number of devices with cameras, there
is a widespread interest in generating automatic captions
from images and videos. Automatic generation of image descriptions is a widely researched problem. It has huge impact in the ﬁelds of information retrieval, accessibility for
the vision impaired, categorization of images etc. Most visual recognition models and approaches in the image caption
generation community are focused on Western languages,
ignoring Semitic and Middle-Eastern languages like Arabic.
This is primarily due to two major reasons: i) Lack of existing image corpora in languages other than English ii) the
signiﬁcant dialects between different forms of Arabic and
the challenges in translating images to natural sounding sentences. Given the high inﬂuence of Arabic in current political settings, it is necessary for a robust approach for Arabic
caption generation.
Semitic languages like Arabic are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced
by their original root-word. We leverage this critical aspect
of Arabic to formalize a three stage approach to generate
Arabic captions. Our main contribution in this paper is threefold:
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Figure 1: Overview of Our Approach
• Finally, using dependency tree relations of these obtained
words to check order in sentences in Arabic.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that
leverage root words to generate captions in Arabic. We also
report the ﬁrst BLEU scores for Arabic caption generation. Additionally, this opens a new ﬁeld of research to use
root-words to generate captions from images in Semitic languages.
Figure 1 gives a brief overview of our approach. In Stage
1, we map image fragments onto root words in Arabic. We
apply the approach (Jia et al. 2014) to detect objects in
every image with a Region Convolutional Neural Network
(RCNN). It should be noted that the output of the convolutional neural network are Arabic root-words. To achieve
this, at any given time when English labels of objects were
used in the training of convolution neural networks, Arabic
root-words of the object were also provided as input in the
training phase. A transducer based algorithm for Arabic root
extraction (Yaseen and Hmeidi 2014) is used to extract rootwords from an Arabic word in the training stage.
In Stage 2, we used root word based Recurrent Neural
Networks with LSTM memory cell to generate the most appropriate words for an image in Modern Standard Arabic

• Mapping of image fragments onto root words in Arabic
rather than actual sentences or words/fragments of sentences as suggested in previously proposed approaches.
• Finding most appropriate words for an image by using a
root-word based Recurrent Neural Networks.
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Dataset
Flickr8k
Middle Eastern News Websites

Model
BRNN (Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015)
Google (Vinyals et al. 2015)
Ours
BRNN (Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015)
Google (Vinyals et al. 2015)
Ours

BLEU-1
48.2
52.4
65.8
45.4
46.2
55.6

BLEU
BLEU-2 BLEU-3
45.1
29.4
46.1
34.8
55.9
40.4
27.6
34.8
28.5
36.4
34.5
43.3

BLEU-4
15.5
18.6
22.3
13.9
14.3
18.9

METEOR
—
—
20.09
12.11
15.18
18.01

Table 1: BLEU-1,2,3,4/METEOR metrics compared to other methods, (—) indicates an unknown metric
from various Middle Eastern countries’ newspapers. All results shown in Table 1 are captions generated using the corresponding approaches in English and translating them to
Arabic using Google Translate. According to Table 1, we
can see that our root-word based approach outperforms all
current English based approaches and translated to Arabic
using Google Translate. The results also show that generating captions directly in Arabic attains a much better BLEU
scores rather than generating captions in English and translating them to Arabic.
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Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a novel three-stage technique for automatic image caption generation using a combination of rootword based recurrent neural network and root-word based
deep convolution neural network. This is the ﬁrst reported
BLEU score for direct Arabic caption generation and the experimental results show a promising performance.

Figure 2: State-of-the-Art: Man studying with books
Ours (translated from Arabic for reader’s readability):
Writer writing on notebook
(MSA). We propose a root-word based recurrent neural network (rwRNN). The model takes different root-words extracted from text, and predicts the most appropriate words
for captions in Arabic. While a standard input vector for
RNN derives from either a word or a character, the input
vector in rwRNN consists of a root-word speciﬁed with 3 letters (r1n , r2n , r3n ) that correspond to the characters in rootwords’ position. Most root-words in Arabic are trilateral and
very few are quadilateral or pentalateral. If a particular rootword is quadilateral (pentalateral) then the r2n represents the
middle three (four) letters of the root-word. Formally:
 
r1n
(1)
xn = r2n
r3n
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The ﬁnal output (i.e. predicted actual Arabic word yn ),
the hidden state vector (hn ) of the LSTM is taken as input to
the softmax function layer with a ﬁxed vocabulary size. Dependency tree constraints checks the caption generated from
RNN to be grammatically valid in Modern Standard Arabic
and robust to different diacritics in Arabic. The most popular Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT) consisting
of multi-level linguistic annotations over Modern Standard
Arabic is used for the dependency tree constraints (Hajic et
al. 2004). Figure 2 shows the result of our approach for a
sample image.

Experimental Results
We evaluate our technique using two datasets: Flickr8k
dataset with manually written captions in Arabic by professional Arabic translators and 405,000 images with captions
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